Manager Resources & Professional Development Opportunities

**Live Virtual Workshops**

- Universal Manager Training
- Managing in a Hybrid Work Environment
- Introduction to Diversity Inclusion and Belonging
- Understanding Unconscious Bias
- Microaggressions
- The Intersection of Power, Privilege & Oppression
- HLC Manager/Supervisor Series

**Diversity, Inclusion & Belonging Self-Paced Resources**

- Diversity Inclusion & Belonging for All – LinkedIn Learning
- Managing Diversity – LinkedIn Learning
- New Manager Foundations – LinkedIn Learning
- Inclusive Leadership – LinkedIn Learning
- Diversity – Harvard ManageMentor
- Creating Cultures of Inclusion – NeuroLeadership Institute
- Do We have Inclusion All Wrong? – NeuroLeadership Institute
- Use the Science of Power to Boost Inclusion – NeuroLeadership Institute

**Managing Remote Teams Self-Paced Resources**

- Remote Working: Setting Yourself and Your Teams Up for Success – LinkedIn Learning
- Managing Virtual Teams – LinkedIn Learning
- Leading at a Distance – LinkedIn Learning
- Leading Virtual Meetings – LinkedIn Learning
- Communicating in Times of Change – LinkedIn Learning
- Time Management: Working From Home – LinkedIn Learning

Before you attempt to access the following links, please sign in to LinkedIn Learning with your Harvard Key here: [https://linkedinlearning.harvard.edu/](https://linkedinlearning.harvard.edu/).

Other questions can be addressed to hlcstrategy@hsph.harvard.edu